Owner's Manual for
01N31GM, 01N31LM and
01N 12LM Electronic Water Meters
OPERATION

Batteries induded.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Use this meter for water only. Do not use to meter
fuel or chemicals.
This meter is not legal for trade applications.
The meter is very sensitive to electrical "noise"
and may not operate correctly if located near some
electrical equipment.

CALIBRATION

Batch and Cumulative Totals
The meter maintains two totals. The batch total
may be reset to measure flow during a single use.
The cumulative total provides continuous measure
ment and may not be manually reset. The batch total
is labeled as TTL 1. The cumulative total is labeled
TTL2.
When the cumulative total reaches a maximum
reading of 9999, it will automatically reset to zero.
Press the DISPLAY button briefly to switch
between the batch and cumulative total.
Activate the Meter
Turn the meter ON by starting water flow or briefly
pressing the DISPLAY button. The meter will display
the batch or cumulative total from last use.
Press DISPLAY briefly to display the batch total.
Hold the DISPLAY button down for three seconds
to reset the batch total to zero.
The meter is programmed to turn off automatically
if not used for about one minute.

This meter has a permanent factory calibration for
measuring water. If installed and used correctly, inac
curacies of no greater than ±5% will be obtained.

MAINTENANCE

INSTALLATION

Turbine Rotor
The meter is virtually maintenance-free. However,
it is important the rotor moves freely. Keep the meter
clean and free of contaminants.
If the rotor does not turn freely, apply a penetrating
lubricant on the rotor, shaft, and bearings. Remove
any debris or deposits from the rotor using a soft
brush or small probe. Be careful not to damage the
turbine rotor or supports.

This meter may be installed in-line either horizon
tally or vertically or at the end of the hose adja-cent
to the nozzle, if present. Installation to metal con
nections is not recommended. Install as follows:
1. If necessary, remove nozzle from hose.

2. Apply pipe sealant to all threaded connec

tions.
3. Attach meter to hose with arrow on outlet port
pointed in the direction of flow.
4. If necessary, attach nozzle to meter.
5. Hand tighten the meter at the housing ends. Do
not use a wrench or similar tools to tighten the
meter housing. The plastic housing could be
damaged.
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Proper handling and care will extend the life and
service of the meter.

CAUTION: Blowing compressed air through the
turbine assembly could damage the rotor.
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Battery Replacement
The meter is powered by two AAA alkaline
batteries which may be replaced while the meter is
installed. When batteries are removed or lose power,
the batch and cumulative totals reset to zero but the
factory calibration is retained.
If the meterdisplaybecomesdim or blank, replace
the batteries as follows:
1.

Remove the four Phillips-head screws from the
face of the meter and lift the faceplate from the
turbine.
2. Remove the old batteries and clean anycorrosion
from the terminals.
3. Install new batteries. Make sure the positive post
is in the correct position.
4. When the batteries are replaced, the faceplate will
power ON. Check the display to ensure normal
functions have resumed before assembling
again.
5. Reseat batteries, if necessary, and position the
faceplate on the turbine housing. To avoid moisture damage, make sure theO-ring is fullyseated.
T ighten the four screws on the faceplate.

SPECIFICATIONS
Model:

01N31GM

Model:

01N31LM

Unit of Measure:
Flowrate:
Working Pressure:
Operating Temperature:
Storage Temperature:
T hreads:

Unit of Measure:
Flowrate:
Working Pressure:
Operating Temperature:
Storage Temperature:
Threads:

Model:

Unit of Measure:
Flowrate:
Working Pressure:
Operating Temperature:
Storage Temperature:
Threads:

Gallons
3 to 30 GPM
150 PSIG
+14°F to+ 130 °F
°
-40 F to+ 158°F
1 inch NPT

Litres
10 to 100 LPM
10.3 bar
-1o·c to +54° C
-40°c to+?0°c
1 inch NPT

01N12LM

Litres
10 to 100 LPM
10.3 bar
-1o·c to +54°C
-40°c to + 70°c
1 inch ISO
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